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Singapore is a dynamic country located in the south East Asia. It is globally famous for its alluring
charm and beauty, tempting sightseeing spots, charming attractions, rich culture and traditions and
more importantly is friendly ambiance the allow tourist to enjoy holidays with immense fun and joy.

Endowed with so many wonderful attractions, beaches, islands, trendy cool restaurants, and exotic
hotels and sightseeing spots, Singapore is the ideal gateway to enjoy family tours, honeymoon
vacation as well as vacation with friends to make the moments to relish it for lifetime.

Jurong Bird Park

Home to around 10000 birds of 600 different species, Jurong is one of the important tourist
attractions in Singapore. It is not just an entertainment centre for the tourists but at the same time it
offers wonderful opportunity for the students and researches to know much more about the birds
that are brought from the different parts of the world. On your visit to Jurong Bird Park you will get to
see various bird shows, lunch with the birds, night walk and many others. These are some of the
interesting part of the Jurong Bird Park that engross the tourists and offer them wonderful moments
to enjoy with immense pleasure and joy. 

Singapore Zoo

Singapore Zoo tour will give you the essence of travelling to so many wonderful places of the world
at the same time. If you are going for a journey into the forest one can experience the charm of
walking inside the dense forest of Burma, the great rift valley of Ethopia and more importantly
journey to the Australian Outback. More of all   you can also experience the bliss of walking in the
Arctic Region. So wonder, no tourist can miss out to visit to this Singapore Zoo which can give
tourists to enjoy so many features at one go during Singapore tour.

Well travelling inside the Zoo give everyone much different experience as due to the free and open
concept. In most of the Zoo animals are usually caged and so tourists or the visitors are allowed to
look only from a distance. But itâ€™s truly different with Singapore Zoo.

Beside these two attractions, there are many other wonderful places to visit during Singapore tour.
The Singapore Flyer is considered to the best attractions in Singapore built with the hefty
investment of more than 200 million dollars. With the ride on the Sky Flyer one can enjoy the
panoramic view of the central business centre, East Coast Park Highway, Singapore River and
Padang. Singapore city is simply an astounding travel destination in South East Asia that attracts
thousands and thousands of tourists from across the globe.

Talking more about Singapore Tourism, one can experience the splendour and charm of many other
tourism attractions and sightseeing spots that gives you out of the world experience. So come and
enjoy the charm and splendour of the tempting tourist attractions of this enigmatic Singapore and
carry home lots of remarkable and fascinating memories to relish in forever. 
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